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When you’re here,
We’re here too
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Our Mission
To support patients and their families
by enhancing the quality of care they receive
and contribute to cancer care, treatment and
research throughout Northern Ireland.

What an Incredible Year
The last 12 months have been incredible for the charity and we are continuing
to go from strength to strength. Thanks to our supporters we have been able
to make massive strides forward in each of the areas in which we focus our
work – clinical care, patient comfort and care, and research.

This year has been full of milestones for the charity.
Thanks to your support, we have been able to put £1.8
million back into the Cancer Centre, a record for the
charity. We have also been able to fund projects which
are a ﬁrst of their kind for Northern Ireland, including
our Clinical Nurse Specialist for lymphoma and our
pilot Clinical Nurse Specialist Training and Development
Programme. At present, the charity is also funding a
record 31 additional members of staff throughout the
Cancer Centre, each playing a pivotal role in patient care,
research and development.
While this is fantastic for us a charity, what is even more
important is the impact this work is having on patients,
families and the wider hospital community. Our clinical
staff are seeing more patients and reducing waiting lists
for many of the most common cancer sites in Northern
Ireland. Our researchers are developing world leading
trials right here in Northern Ireland and developing them
with the help of our patients. We also believe that the
little things that we fund throughout the hospital, such
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as newspapers and cups of tea, make a big difference to
the thousands of people who come through the hospital
every year.
We are not just contributing to the Cancer Centre, we are
now an integral part of the life of the hospital, working
in partnership with staff and striving for excellence for
our patients.

Gordon McKeown
Chairman

All of this is made possible thanks to our incredible
fundraisers who go to extraordinary lengths to support
us. From individual fundraisers who hold events for us
across Northern Ireland and all those who take part in
our events, to our dedicated fundraising groups and our
corporate partners. They each make a huge impact on
the work that we are able to do for local patients.
We’re very proud of the Cancer Centre, its patients, staff
and the amazing work that happens here every day.
Much of that wouldn’t be possible without you and on
behalf of the charity, hospital staff and patients, thank
you for being such a great friend.

Colleen Shaw
Chief E xecutive
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Clinical Care

Clinical care is the area in which we fund medical staff and equipment within the Cancer Centre,
ensuring that our patients have the best care available to them when they need it most.

“No young person should ever face cancer,
but I’m here for those who do.”
“Hi, my name is Renée Reid and I’m Friends of the Cancer Centre’s Clinical Nurse Specialist
for Teenagers and Young Adults with Cancer aged between 14 - 25. I’ve been funded by
Friends of the Cancer Centre for 3 years and the charity has agreed to fund my post for
at least another 3 years. I am a specialist nurse in the hospital dedicated to looking after
our young patients. For many young people and their families a cancer diagnosis can be a
particularly worrying and stressful time. My role is to provide expert advice, support and
clinical information but l also act as a point of contact for young people and their families.”

Craig Lindsay, 20 year old cancer survivor and patient of Renée’s
“Renée came to see me every day I was in hospital for treatment to see how I was, to help
with any treatment, have a laugh with the younger patients and most importantly, to lend an
ear for those who want to talk. Renée not only is interested in our wellbeing but also our lives
outside of the disease, our ambitions, our friends and hobbies. She was a constant reminder
that the disease does not dictate our lives, it is only simply a very inconvenient obstacle and
our life’s ambitions and goals can still be achieved.
“She was and still is much more than a fantastic nurse to me; she is a friend and above all a
great person.”
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Clinical Care Hig hlig hts

Our lymphoma
CNS is the
1st and only
one in Northern
Ireland

We have purchased
hundreds of pieces of
equipment throughout
the hospital, including a
brand new state of the
art ultrasound scanner
for the radiology
department
Our information
and support
radiographer
guides patients
through every step
of their treatment

Friends of the Cancer
Centre’s Clinical Nurse
Specialist Training
Programme is currently
providing nurses with
the expert training
they need to become a
specialist nurse

The hospital’s
innovative
brachytherapy
service has been
funded by the
charity to support
local prostate cancer
patients

Friends of the
Cancer Centre’s
consultants are
at the forefront of
patient care

We funded a
brand new
treatment room
in the Bridgewater
Suite allowing
more patients to be
treated each day

Patient Comfort and Care

Patient comfort and care is the area in which we ensure that patients in the Cancer Centre today
have the best facilities available and that their time here is as comfortable as possible.

“Friends of the Cancer Centre’s grants aren’t a hand out,
they’re a hand up.”
Patient at the Cancer Centre 2015 and recipient of one of our grants

Richard Hardy, Social Work Team Manager at the Cancer Centre
“Many patients will ﬁnd that a cancer diagnosis has a knock on effect on all aspects
of their life, including their ﬁnancial security. Many people may ﬁnd that they have to
reduce their working hours or stop work altogether to undergo their treatment. As
a result some are faced with a dramatically reduced income and ﬁnancial demands
that they are struggling to meet. Thanks to Friends of the Cancer Centre, the social
work team in the Cancer Centre can apply for ﬁnancial assistance on the patient’s
behalf. The patient doesn’t have to worry about ﬁlling in forms or meeting difﬁcult
criteria and the best thing is, thanks to the way Friends of the Cancer Centre works,
the money can be in their bank account on the same day.
“We see ﬁrst-hand how much of an impact this has on people’s lives and it just
wouldn’t be possible if it wasn’t for Friends of the Cancer Centre.”
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Patient Comfort and Care Hig hlig hts
We provide
the hospital
with patient
pagers

1,000s
of cups of tea and
coffee are provided
for free by the
charity at the
Cancer Centre’s
Bridgewater
Suite

Our folding beds
on the hospital
wards allow
family members
to stay with loved
ones at night
when they need
extra support

In the last
year we have
provided nearly
400 patients with
financial support
through our grants
programme

We fund lots of
fun and engaging
programmes for
our young patients,
including photography
courses and fitness
classes

Every year

3,000
people benefit from our
complementary therapy
and relaxation classes
at the Macmillan
Support and
Information Centre

We fund patient
information and
support leaflets
for departments
throughout the
hospital

Research

Research is vital in the ﬁght against cancer and Friends of the Cancer Centre
is the leading local charity funding research in Northern Ireland.

“Thanks to Friends of the Cancer
Centre supporting local research, our
patients are beneﬁtting from the latest
developments in cancer treatment.”
Professor Joe O’Sullivan,
Clinical Director of the Cancer Centre

“Northern Ireland has become a world leader in cancer research and Friends of the Cancer Centre is playing a vital role in this.
“As a researcher, the charity’s investment is really important as it allows us to recruit specialist staff in the labs that carry out vital research and
develop world leading and life changing clinical trials. From the patient perspective, the support provided by Friends of the Cancer Centre is also
hugely signiﬁcant. I see people every day who are faced with a life changing diagnosis and whilst for many the outlook is good with treatment,
others need major improvements in our currently available treatment options. This is where clinical trials come in. I have seen ﬁrst-hand how a
trial can impact and often improve a patient’s outlook. This is very exciting for me as a consultant, but more importantly this can be life changing
and indeed lifesaving for the patient.
“These strides and many other developments we are making in research locally simply wouldn’t be possible without the support of Friends of the
Cancer Centre.”
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Research Hig hlig hts
Our research
fellow is currently
developing new
clinical trials which
will recruit and
benefit local patients
here and now

Our research and
development
radiographer looks at
new ways to deliver
life-saving radiotherapy,
bringing the latest
techniques from across
the world to patients in
Northern Ireland

Nearly £1 million
invested in local
research through our
partnership with the
Centre for Cancer
Research and Cell
Biology at Queen’s
University
We fund vital
research equipment
such as scanners
and probes which
allow our staff to
carry out their vital
work

Our consultant
oncologist is heavily
involved in prostate
cancer research and is
always developing new
ways to treat
his patients

Through our partnership
with the Northern
Ireland Biobank we fund
a research technician
and vital equipment
which lets our leading
scientists explore the
causes and behaviours of
certain cancers

Thanks to our support,
Northern Ireland has
been at the forefront
of the drive to find the
latest and best ways to
treat all kinds of cancer
and has become a world
leader in cancer care

How we do it

We couldn’t do any of this without you. Our work relies on our super supporters and our fantastic
fundraising groups raising lots of money for us across Northern Ireland. Over the last year you have
continued to amaze us and we captured just some of the great things you have been up to below

161
community
events across
Northern
Ireland

350
people ran the
Belfast City
Marathon for us,
raising an
amazing
£77,534

Antrim Fundraising Group

450
guests attended
our 30th anniversary
gala ball, helping
us raise an
incredible
£73,422

The group was established 2 years ago
and has already raised over £40,000 for
the charity

500
people took
part in our
events last
year

£312, 778
raised from
events in
communities
across Northern
Ireland

Dromore Fundraising Group
The group has been raising funds in their
local community for the last 6 years, raising
over £25,0 00 with their famous brunch and
lots of local events.

Fermanagh Fundraising Group

Newcastle Fundraising Group

The wonderful people of Fermanagh
have been supporting the work of the
charity from the very start, raising over
£500,00 0 over the last 30 years.

Our Newcastle group was established a
year ago but has already hit the ground
running by organising a host of events in
the local area, including quizzes and street
collections.
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An incredible
£31,115 was raised
from generous
donations in lieu of
wedding favours,
birthday presents
and wedding
anniversaries
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Our partners

We’re very lucky to have support from local businesses and organisations across
Northern Ireland and this support is vital in raising the proﬁle and funds for the charity

Altona Auctions
Cassidy Dental Practice
CHAT
Cleaver, Fulton and Rankin
Conexpo Ltd
Design Space
Eircom
First Trust
Flynn & McGettrick
Genesis Crafty
Heron Bros.
House of Vic-Ryn
Irish Golf Expo.
J D. McGeown Ltd
Jill Todd Trust
Kerrib Construction
Lagan Construction
Lunn's The Jewellers
McAleer Jackson
McConvey Cycles
McQuoids Estate Agents
Medipass Healthcare
Phoenix Cycle Club
Rockmount Golf Club
Tayto Group Ltdd
Tennent's NI
The Albany
Total Produce Ireland Ltd
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How It All Adds Up

Trustees
Gordon McKeown
Chairman

Where our money comes from

6%
9%

Community fundraising

7%

36%

22%
20%

Individual donations & legacies

Geoff Hill
Honorary Treasurer
Professor Joe O’Sullivan
Honorary Secretary

Special events

Dr Jackie Clarke

Corporate fundraising

Adrian Doran

In memory donations

Jim Gamble

Other

Avril Graham
Damian Heron
Dr Seamus McAleer
Dr Maria Moloney

11%
35%

How we spend it

Dr Paula Scullin

Research

21%

Clinical care
Patient comfort & care
Fundraising, governance & admin
34%

What it means
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Turlough Montague QC

F

Thanks to your support we raised £1.4 million

F

We put £1.8 million back into the Cancer Centre through our three project areas

F

The amount of money we spend on running costs and expenses is kept to an absolute minimum
and 89p in every £1 donated is used to support patients and to invest in the future

Management Team
Colleen Shaw
Chief Executive
Cathy Rooney
Finance and Projects Manager
Claire Hogarth
Fundraising Manager
Nuala Bannon
Communications Manager
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Our Promise
All of this is made possible thanks to you.
We know that every penny you raise tells a story and
represents something, or someone, very special. That is
why we promise that every penny donated to
Friends of the Cancer Centre will be put to the best possible
use to support local cancer patients and their families.
Thank you for being such an
incredible friend to the charity.

Thank You
Find us on Facebook

Follow us on Twitter
@FriendsCCNI

Friends of the Cancer Centre, NI Cancer Centre, Belfast City Hospital, Lisburn Road, BT9 7AB
T: 028 9069 9393 E: info@friendsofthecancercentre.com W: www.friendsofthecancercentre.com
Friends of the Cancer Centre is a registered company limited by guarantee in Northern Ireland. Company number
NI616925. Registered with The Charity Commission for Northern Ireland NIC101345.

www.friendsofthecancercentre.com

